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Healthy relationships are necessary for learning to occur . “Healthy relationships are

those that provide children and youth with a sense of security and stability , basic

needs , a sense of being valued and belonging , support and guidance to learn

essential skills and understanding , and protection from excessive stress .” 

The end of summer holidays marks the approach of a new school year . With the first

day of school in sight , many students and educators are wondering what this next

chapter will hold . Educators play a very important role in shaping the learning

environment and fostering the development of knowledge , skills and competences to

help all students achieve their best . As the new school year approaches , it is the ideal

time for educators to reflect upon how they can support student well-being and

achievement by setting up their classroom to promote healthy relationships and to

reduce bullying .
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1. Promoting Relationships and Eliminating Violence (PREVNet). (2014). Toolkit. Understanding Social Architecture: Strategies for Children and Youth who Bully. Available from
https://www.prevnet.ca/sites/prevnet.ca/files/prevnet_facts_and_tools_for_schools.pdf#page=81

https://www.prevnet.ca/sites/prevnet.ca/files/prevnet_facts_and_tools_for_schools.pdf#page=81
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Educators help foster healthy relationships by

building a safe , caring and inclusive classroom . From

the beginning of the school year , it is important to be

explicit about the importance of quality relationships

for well-being , social-emotional development , and

academic success . This includes sharing clear

expectations for a positive learning environment , and

building a connected community of learners who

actively contribute to each other ’s well-being through

approaches such as Restorative Practice and

collaborative learning . This also involves reinforcing

appropriate behaviours with praise and through

activities such as kindness challenges , as well as

correcting inappropriate behaviours in a caring ,

supportive and consistent manner . Classroom-based

learning activities that promote diversity , equity ,

inclusion , positive leadership and empathy also help

to build a safe , caring and inclusive classroom .

Fostering healthy relationships occurs in many

contexts , including at school . Within the classroom

setting , educators model relationship skills and

attitudes , as well as create positive situations in

which children and youth interact . Educators also

help students understand their rights to

experience and their responsibilities to contribute

to healthy relationships , and that their classroom is

a place where they will be supported in developing

relationship skills . 

BUILDING A SAFE, CARING 
AND INCLUSIVE CLASSROOM

Visit Unicef Canada's
Global Classroom for
Teaching Resources
on Children’s Rights

GETTING TO KNOW EACH OTHER 

To help build connections within the classroom community,

intentional opportunities need to be provided to get to know

each other. Community circles and cooperative games can be

effective strategies to achieve this goal. Greeting students as

they enter the class is also a simple but powerful way to get to

know each other and ensure that every student is warmly

welcomed each day. This brief exchange can also provide

insight into students’ lives and demonstrate a genuine interest

for each person who comes through the door by asking simple

questions such as “what did you do last night?” or “how was your

soccer game?”

Taking the time to get to know students also allows educators

to be attuned to the strengths and needs of those in their care.

This helps educators to anticipate the challenges that they may

face, observe their current needs, create opportunities for

strengths to be showcased, and provide coaching and dynamic

support for learning. 

2. Promoting Relationships and Eliminating Violence (PREVNet). (2014). Factsheet. Scaffolding: Coaching Students Involved in Bullying. Available from
https://www.prevnet.ca/sites/prevnet.ca/files/prevnet_facts_and_tools_for_schools.pdf#page=50
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https://www.unicef.ca/en/teachers/article/global-classroom-explore
https://www.prevnet.ca/sites/prevnet.ca/files/prevnet_facts_and_tools_for_schools.pdf#page=50
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SOCIAL ARCHITECTURE 

Educators have an essential role in promoting social interactions and

positive peer dynamics not only at the beginning of school but

throughout the year . This responsibility has been described as social

architecture . Social architecture involves being aware of peer and

group dynamics in and out of the classroom , and actively organizing

the groupings of students (i .e . , choosing a random or planned strategy

to create balanced groups) to ensure that healthy relationships can

flourish and that exclusion or marginalization is not occurring . Social

architecture also ensures that there are diverse students within the

group that will interact and reinforce positive behaviours and that

negative behaviours , such as bullying , are not encouraged by friends .

Educators can also use social architecture to organize selected

students to mentor or support other students in the class . 

WHOLE SCHOOL APPROACH 

Healthy relationships at school extend beyond the classroom . A whole

school approach to healthy relationships involves building and

maintaining relationships amongst students , staff , parents , and the

community . Planning meaningful cross-grade activities , leadership and

mentorship opportunities can help extend positive relationships

throughout the school . Establishing positive contact with parents early

on in the year can help to strengthen a partnership to move forward in

a positive way to support their child . Community partners can also help

to reinforce messages and shared values , convey how community

members can help keep us safe , and provide inspiration and role

modelling in a way that is appropriate and resonates with youth . 
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The Durham District School
Board promotes the Core
Values to help set
expectations for a positive
learning environment:
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3. Promoting Relationships and Eliminating Violence (PREVNet). (2014). Factsheet. Social Architecture: Supports for Positive Peer Dynamics. Available from
https://www.prevnet.ca/sites/prevnet.ca/files/prevnet_facts_and_tools_for_schools.pdf#page=78
4. Parents refers to parent(s), guardian(s) and caregiver(s)
5. Promoting Relationships and Eliminating Violence (PREVNet). (2014). Factsheet. Key Elements of a Whole School Approach to Prevent Bullying and Promote Healthy Relationships. Available from
https://www.prevnet.ca/sites/prevnet.ca/files/prevnet_facts_and_tools_for_schools.pdf#page=12

PREVNET.CA/MAILING-LIST

Stay connected with the

latest resources and news

from PREVNet, visit:

6. Promoting Relationships and Eliminating Violence (PREVNet). (2014). Toolkit. Creating Community Partnerships. Available from
https://www.prevnet.ca/sites/prevnet.ca/files/prevnet_facts_and_tools_for_schools.pdf#page=15
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https://www.prevnet.ca/sites/prevnet.ca/files/prevnet_facts_and_tools_for_schools.pdf#page=78
https://www.prevnet.ca/sites/prevnet.ca/files/prevnet_facts_and_tools_for_schools.pdf#page=12
http://prevnet.ca/MAILING-LIST
https://www.prevnet.ca/sites/prevnet.ca/files/prevnet_facts_and_tools_for_schools.pdf#page=15
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RELATIONSHIP PROBLEMS REQUIRE RELATIONSHIP

SOLUTIONS 

Developing healthy relationships is a complex process

and , as with other subjects like literacy and numeracy ,

students require supports from adults to do better .

Educators help create an environment that promotes

positive relationships and provides the necessary

scaffolding to help students to behave and interact in

socially advanced ways . For some , developing

relationships comes more easily , while for others more

scaffolding from adults is required . When relationship

problems occur , relationship solutions are required . 

Bullying is a relationship problem . Educators can

intervene in bullying by clearly labeling bullying as

unacceptable and supporting those involved . 

Students who bully may need scaffolding to show

empathy , appreciate the rights of others , recognize the

consequences of behaviours , demonstrate self-

regulation , and to get peer attention and admiration in

positive ways . Students who are bullied need to first be

protected . They may also need scaffolding to learn about

their right to be protected from bullying , coping skills ,

assistance in developing social confidence and skills for

building healthy relationships , and support in developing

their strengths . Students who witness bullying can be

coached to become ‘upstanders ’ by learning the ways

their behaviour contributes to the bullying problem , the

importance of reporting bullying when someone is not

safe , and strategies of what they can say and/or do to

stop bullying and to support vulnerable peers .

REFLECTIVE QUESTIONS : 

How  do  you  foster  a  r ights -based

approach  to  healthy  re lat ionships?

How  do  you  expl ic i t ly  share

expectat ions  for  a  posi t ive  learning

envi ronment?

How  do  you  promote  and  re inforce

appropr iate  behaviours  in  your

classroom?

How  do  you  promote  student  wel l -

being?

How  do  you  encourage  posi t ive

re lat ionships  amongst  peers?

What  socia l  architecture  st rategies  do

you  use  to  l imit  exclus ion  and

marginal izat ion?

How  do  you  bui ld  re lat ionships  with

students ,  parents ,  staf f  and  the

community?

CONNECT WITH US

W
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Visit PREVNet’s

Toolkit for strategies

to inform scaffolding

and coaching for

those impacted by

bullying.

http://www.prevnet.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/PREVNet
https://www.pinterest.com/prevnetpinterest/pins/
https://www.instagram.com/prevnet/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/PREVNet
https://www.prevnet.ca/sites/prevnet.ca/files/prevnet_facts_and_tools_for_schools.pdf#page=54



